Project # 220552

Feature Project

NIAGARA FALLSVIEW CASINO RESORT, CORRIDORS
Industry: Hospitality

Location: Niagara Falls, Canada

Design: ZRPA/ B+H Architects in Joint Venture

Consultation between the
designer and Formglas on the
production of sculptured GRG
panels, faux finished in the field,
provided a practical and costeffective alternative to expensive
real metal castings.

Concept

When the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation invested $1 billion dollars to create a world class casino
resort in Niagara Falls, Formglas was chosen as the sole supplier of glassfiber reinforced gypsum (GRG)
products to help create a unique “Las Vegas of the North” feel.

Specs

Seven Formglas custom manufactured GRG groin vaults over a main corridor, faux
finished in the field.
Precision engineered vault castings are installed with minimal framing, the use
of handing wire and scissor lifts. This lightweight and accurately fitting system
eliminated the need for the erection of a time-consuming and costly scaffold system.

Technical Specifications
Formglas Drawings

Manufacturing
production drawings
provided clear
instructions that
supported timely
installation.

Construction Photo

Final Product

Custom molded products by Formglas for interior and exterior design
applications are specified by more designers and architects than any
other products of their kind in the world. For more than four decades, Formglas has
supplied the commercial building and design industry worldwide with the highest quality molded stone and
concrete textured finishes, luxurious cold cast metallics and precision engineered cast gypsum surfaces.
Our team of architecturally-trained product specialists work closely with designers and architects to create
practical and cost-effective solutions that reduce installation cost, provide enhanced appearance and ensure
years of durability and beauty. Best of all, Formglas products and services are backed by the industry standard
for quality, service and on-time delivery.
To learn more about Formglas products and services, visit our website at www.formglas.com
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